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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we propose a novel objective penalty function for inequality constrained 
optimization problems. The objective penalty function differs from any existing penalty function and 
also has two desired features: exactness and smoothness if the constraints and objective function 
are differentiable. An exact penalty result is proved for the objective penalty function. In addition 
to these results, based on the objective penalty function, we develop an algorithm for solving the 
original problem and show its convergence under some mild conditions. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem we consider in this paper is as follows: 
f0(x), 
s.t. k (a )  < 0, i E I = {1 ,2 , . . . ,m},  (P) 
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where fi :R  ~--~ RU{+oo}, ie  f0 = {0,1,2 . . . .  ,m}. Let X= {x ER n I fi(x) ~O, iE  f}, 
which is the feasible set of (P). 
The penalty function method is an important approach to solving (P). To obtain a solution 
of (P), the pena!ty function method solves a sequence of unconstrained optimization problems. 
In recent years, researchers have been focusing on theory and practical applications of penalty 
functions. In many studies, a penalty function of (P) is defined as 
F(x, p) = f0( ) + p maxff ( ), 0) 
iC I  
and the penalty optimization problem of (P) is defined as 
F(x, ;), s.t. x e R (PA 
The penalty function F (x, p) is smooth (or differentiable) if the constraints and objective function 
are differentiable, but not exact. The penalty function F(x, p) is exact if there is some p* such 
that an optimal solution to (Pp) is also an optimal solution to (P) for any given p > p*. In 1967, 
Zangwill [1] proposed an exact penalty function 
Fl(z, p) = fo (x )+ p max{fi(x),0), 
iE I  
and the penalty optimization prob lem of (P) is defined as 
Fl(x, p), s.t. x E R ~. (EPp) 
The penalty function Fl(x, p) is exact, but not smooth. The study of exact penalty functions 
attracts many researchers' interests. Han and Mangasarian (cf. [2]) presented another exact 
penalty function for nonlinear programming. Rosenberg (cf. [3]) gave a globally convergent al- 
gorithm for convex programming based on an exact penalty function. Lasserre (cf. [4]) proposed 
a globally convergent algorithm for some exact penalty functions. Dippillo and Grippo (cf. [5]) 
developed an exact penalty function method with global convergence properties for nonlinear 
programming problems. Zenios et al. (cf. [6]) found a smooth penalty function algorithm for 
network-structured problems. Pinar and Zenios (ef. [7]) studied smooth exact penalty functions 
for convex constrained optimization problems. Mongeau and Sartenaer (cf. [8]) analyzed auto- 
matic decrease of the penalty parameter in exact penalty function methods. 
Recently, Rubinov et al. (cf. [9,10]), Yang and Huang (cf. [11]), and Huang and Yang (cf. [12]) 
studied a new penalty function called a nonlinear Lagrangian penalty function, which is defined 
as 
- 1/k 
Fk(x,p) = fo(x) k +PEmax{f i (x ) ,O}k  , 
iE I  
where k > 0, and the penalty optimization problem of (P) is defined as 
Fa(x, p), s.t. x e R ~. (EPkp)  
When/~ = i, p rob lem (EPkp)  is the same as (EPp). So, Fk(x,p) can be considered as a gener- 
alization of Fl(X, p). The penalty function Fk(x,p) is smooth  for k > I if' the constraints and  
objective function are differentiable, but not smooth  for 0 < k < I. A l though an exact penalty 
result was  obtained under  some conditions in 19,10], it is not easy to check the conditions. On  the 
other hand,  almost all the results in [9-12] have a necessary assumpt ion  that the objective func- 
tion fo(x) is positive on X .  Therefore, exactness and  smoothness  of the penalty function _Fk(x, p) 
for /v ~k 1 are not better than those of F(x,  p) or F1(x, p). 
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All penalty function algorithms need to increase penalty parameter p sequentially in order to 
solve (P). So does the exact penalty function because we often do not know exactly how big the 
penalty parameter p is. But, in practical computing, it is impossible to take too big a penalty 
parameter p. Hence, exactness and smoothness become a key concern for a penalty function. It 
is important o find out better conditions for an exact penalty function. Consequently, we have 
to look for other types of penalty functions that give us new prospects to solve the problems the 
existing exact and smooth penalty functions have. 
In this paper, for a given number p > 1, we study an objective penalty function 
F(x,  M) = (f0(x) - M) 2 + ~ f?(x)p,  
iCI 
where M E R is called an objective penalty parameter and 
f+(x) = max{O, f/(z)}, i E I. 
If f~ (Vi E I0) is first-order differentiable at any x E R ~, then f+(x) p is first-order differentiable 
at any x E .R n, and so is F(x, M). 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove an exact penalty result of 
the objective penalty function F(x, M) and give an algorithm to solve the original problem (P), 
which converges without convex condition and provides an alternative way to solve constrained 
optimization problems. We conclude this paper with some remarks in Section 3. 
2. AN OBJECT IVE  PENALTY  FUNCTION METHOD 
Consider the following nonlinear unconstrained optimization problem: 
minF(x ,M) ,  s.t. x E Y, (P(M)) 
where Y D X = {x E R ~ [ f~(x) _ O, i ~ I}. If an optimal solution to (P(M)) for some M is an 
optimal solution to (P), then M is called an exact penalty parameter. Next, we give a sufficient 
condition that the penalty function F(x, M) is exact for (P). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x* be an optimal solution to (P). For some M, let x* M be an optimal solution 
to (P(M)) anda feasible solution to (P) with F(x*M,M ) > O. If M < fo(x*), x* M is an optimal 
solution to (P). 
PROOF. By the assumption, we have 
(£  (~;~) - M) = < (£ (x )  - M) =, Vx ~ X. (1) 
It follows from M < fo (x*) that 
f0 (~;,)  - m _> f0 (xh)  - f0 (x*) _> 0, (2) 
since x~ is a feasible solution and x* is an optimal solution to (P). Suppose that there is some 
x E X such that fo(x) < M.  Then fo(x) < M < fo(x*), which contradicts the fact that x* 
is optimal to (P). Therefore, for any x C X ,  we  have fo(x) - M >_ O, which together with (I) 
and (2) imply that 
fo (x~) - M < fo(X) - M, gx  e X. 
So x~ is an optimal solution to (P). This completes the proofs. I 
u 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let the feasible set X be connected and compact, fo a continuous function 
in R ~, M.  = minxex fo(x), and M* = maxxex f0(x). For some M, let x* M be an optimal 
solution to (P(M)). Then 
(i) M. <_ M <_ M* irE(X'M, M) = O. 
(ii) M < M, if F(X*M, M) > 0 and M < M*. Furthermore, x* M is an optimal solution to (P) 
if x* M is a feasible solution to (P). 
PROOF. The result of (i) is obvious. 
(ii) If M,  < M, we have M, < M <_ M*. Since f0 is continuous on the connected and compact 
set X, there is some x0 EX  such that M= fo(xo). So, weget  F(xo,M) =0.  Onthe  
other hand, since x~ is optimal to (P(M)) and F(x*M, M) > 0, hence, 0 < F(x* M, M) < 
F(x0, M) = 0, which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, M __ M..  If x~ is a feasible 
solution to (P), we deduce that x~ is an optimal solution to (P) from Theorem 2.1. This 
completes the proofs. | 
We remark that the result of Theorem 2 is better than ones of the existing exact penalty 
functions. 
According to Theorem 2.2, we develop an algorithm to generate a globally optimal solution 
to (P), which is called an OPFM Algorithm. 
AN OPFM ALGORITHM.  
Step 1: Choose p > 1, c > 0, x ° E X, and al satisfying al < fo(x°). Let k -- 1, bl = f(x°),  
and M1 = (al + 51)/2, and go to Step 2. 
Step 2: Solve min~ey F(x, Mk). Let x k be the optimal solution obtained. 
Step 3: If x k is not a feasible solution to (P), let bk+l = bk, ak+t = Mk, Mk+l = (ak+l + 
bk+l)/2, and go to Step 5. Otherwise, x k E X, and go to Step 4. 
Step 4: If F(x k,Mk) = 0, let ak+ 1 : ak ,  bk+l = Mk, and Mk+l = (ak+l + bk+l)/2, and 
go to Step 5. Otherwise, F (x  k, Mk) > 0, x k is an optimal solution to (P), and the 
algorithm terminates. 
Step 5: If ]bk+l-ak+l l  < c, then the algorithm terminates and x k is an approximately optimal 
solution to (P). Otherwise, let k = k + 1, and go to Step 2. 
In the following theorem, we show that under some mild conditions, the OPFM Algorithm 
converges. 
THEOREM 2.3: Let X be connected and compact. Let al < M. = min~ex fo(x). Assume that fi 
(i • Io) are continuous in R ~ and that the level set L(a,~) = {x ] a <_ fo(x) ~_ ~} is bounded 
for any given a, fl • R. In the OPFM Algorithm, let e = O, and {x k } be a sequence generated 
by the OPFM Algorithm. 
(i) If the sequence {x k} is finite (or the OPFM Algorithm terminates at the k th iterations), 
then x k is an optimal solution to (P). 
(ii) If the sequence {x k} is infinite, then {x k} is bounded and any limit point of it is an 
optimal solution to (P). 
PROOF. We first show that {ak} increases and {bk} decreases with 
ak < Mk < bk, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (3) 
and bk - ak 
bk+l -- ak+t = 2 ' k = 1 ,2 , . . . .  (4) 
We use the induction method to prove it. It is clear that al < M1 < bl and b2 - -a2  = (bl  -a l ) /2  
by the OPFM Algorithm. Suppose that (3) and (4) hold for some k > 1. For k + 1, in Step 3, 
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we have bk+l = bk and ak+l = Mk, which results in that 
bk + bk 
~fk+l  - -  ak+l + bk+l < ~ =  bk = bk+l 
2 2 
and 
ak+l + bk+l 
Mk+l = - 2 >Mk= ak+l. 
We obtain bk = bk+l, ak < a~+l, and ak+l <Mk+l  < b~+l, which implies 
bk+l - ak+l = bk -- Mk -- 
bk - ak 
2 
On the other hand, in Step 4, we have a~+l = ak and bk+l = Mk. So, we get 
ak+l + bk+l Mk +Mk 
Mk+~ = 2 < 2 -- bk+l 
and 
ak+l + bk+l ak + ak 
Mk+l -- 2 > 2 ak = ak+l. 
We also obtain ak = ak+l, bk > bk+l, and ak+l <Mk+l  < bk+l, which implies 
bk+l - ak+l :Mk  -- ak : - -  
bk -- ak 
Hence, (3) and (4) hold and {ak} and {bk} converge. Let ak -~ a* and bk + b*. By (4), we have 
a* = b*. Therefore, {Mk} converges to a*. 
(i) For E = 0, by (4), we conclude that the stopping criterion tbk+l --ak+l{ < E will not occur. 
Hence, when the OPFM Algorithm terminates at the k th iteration, it must terminate at 
Step 4, x k is a feasible solution to (P), and F(x  k, Mk) > 0. By Theorem 2.2, x ~ is an 
optimal solution to (P). 
(ii) Since x k is an optimal solution to minx~y F(x ,  Mk),  we have 
F < (f0 (x°) - 2 k=1,2 ,  
From limk-~c~ Mk = a*, we know that there is some L > 0 such that 
LF(zk ,Mk)  2 k = 1 ,2 ,  
Then 
By (3), we have 
(f0(  2 , k= 1 ,2 , . . . .  
al - L V2 < Mk - L 1/2 < fo (x ~) < Mk + L 1/2 < b1+ L 1/2, k = l ,2 , . . . .  
So, {fo(xk)}  C (al - L 1/2, bl + L1/2). By the assumption, {x k} is bounded. 
Now, we show the second conclusion. Without loss of generality, let x k --+ x*. We have shown 
that 
ak < Mk < bk, k = 1 ,2 , . . .  
and {ak}, {bk}, and {Mk} converge to a*. By Step 3 and Theorem 2.2(ii), we know a~ < M., 
k = 1,2 , . . . .  By Step 4 and Theorem 2.2(i), we know M.  < b~, k = 1 ,2 , . . . .  Hence, letting 
k --~ +o% we obtain a* = M, since fi (i E -To) are continuous in R ~. Let y* be an optimal 
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solution to (P). Then iV/. = fo(Y*). From F(x k, Mk) <_ F(y*,Mk) = (fo(Y*)- Mk) ~ and letting 
k --+ +ec, we obtain 
F (x*,M,) < 0, 
which implies M. = fo(x*). Therefore, x* is an optimal solution to (P). This completes the 
proofs. | 
When e > 0, the OPFM Algorithm terminates within a finite number of iterations by Theo- 
rem 2.3. Thus, the OPFM Algorithm provides an alternative method to solve (P). In the OPFM 
Algorithm, we do not need to increase the penalty parameter M to ee, which differs from those 
other penalty function methods in [1, 2, . . . ,  12]. 
]~XAMPLE 2.1. Consider 
rain xl + x2, 
(PP) 
s.t. x~-x2_<0,  0_<x1_<10. 
X* The optimal solution of (PP) is (1 ,x~) = (0, 0) and the optimal objective value is 0. The 
objective penalty function is defined by 
F(x,M)  = (xl + x2 - M) 2 + (max{0, x~-x2} p + max{O,-xl} p + max{0, x l -  10}P). 
Let Y = {(Xl, x2) 10 < xl < 100, 0 < x2 _< 100}. We apply the OPFM Algorithm to solve (PP) 
on Matlab 6.1. 
(1) Let p : 4, x ° = (2, 4) E X, al =-4 ,  bl = 6, M~ = 1. We have an optimal solution 
z 1 = (0 .3333,0 .6667)  to min~ey F(x, 1). Since F(x 1, 1) = 0, we get a2 = -4,  b2 = 1, 
M2 = -1.5. 
(2) Again, we solve min~eyF(x, -1.5)  and obtain its optimal solution x 2 = (0,0). Since 
F(x 2, -1.5) = 2.25 > 0, x 2 = (0, 0) is an optimal solution to (PP) by Theorem 2.1. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have presented a novel objective penalty function with an objective parameter. 
We have shown that the objective penalty function is exact under some conditions. We have also 
developed an OPFM Algorithm to solve (P) based on the objective penalty function and proved its 
global convergence. The OPFM Algorithm differs from existing penalty function algorithms. It 
possesses good convergence property and provides another appealing approach for us to study (P) 
further. 
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